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Phoenix II is an update of Crane Song’s suite of TDM plug-ins designed to emulate the unique
properties of a magnetic tape machine.
Phoenix II runs both NATIVE and DSP on Avid’s PT 10 AAX format. Phoenix II -uses 32 bit
floating point math and has a lower noise floor than the original release. It runs at all sample
rates, 44.1K to 192K.
Designer Dave Hill has crafted this software with the same attention to detail he used to create
the electronics for ATR Service’s much heralded “Aria” discrete tape recorders. His intimate
knowledge of analog electronics, as well as decades of experience as a recording engineer
has spawned a very useful, musical suite of plug-ins. The Phoenix II process not only incorporates the nonlinear saturation characteristics created by magnetic tape itself, but also includes
the interrelation of an analog tape recorder’s record/reproduce electronics and equalization
curves. Phoenix II is a ground-up application derived from HEDD technology, and specifically
engineered and optimized for Avid’s PT 10 architecture.
Phoenix II has five different tape-analog characteristics, Plug-in type is selected with a switch
for easy comparison between the types, and the brightness is also selected with a switch.
Gold is the position where the color is approximately flat in frequency response, with Sapphire
being a brighter, and Opal being a warmer tonality. A level control determines the amount of
the Phoenix II process integrated into the audio signal, and an input trim determines “how hard
you hit the tape.” Because the DSP process is level dependent, the input level trim control has
been improved and an output trim control has been added.
The input trim can also be used to prevent clipping in the rare cases where clipping may be a
problem and bringing up the level of a track for an increased amount of color. This can be
useful on material that is hitting close to or at digital zero and on material that has a low recorded level. When the input trim and output trim controls are at 0dB, (no change in gain) and
no tape process is being added to the sound, the plug-in is bit accurate, meaning the output
exactly matches the input. The output trim control is for level matching and has a range of plus
6db to minus 6 db.

The Phoenix II contains five different flavors:
Luminescent is the most neutral sounding process of the five.
Iridescent has a similar magnetic character, but with a fatter bottom and midrange.
(This flavor is the most similar to the tape knob on HEDD-192.)
Radiant is characterized by a more aggressive compression curve
Dark Essence is even more aggressive. (The effect is a color with a wider
frequency range-when used on a vocal Dark Essence can reduce sibilance
problems by increasing the apparent loudness of the rest of the signal.)
Luster starts more gently than the other four processes, but becomes as
aggressive as Dark Essence when the process is at full scale.

Running within Avid’s AAX architecture, Phoenix is very DSP efficient. It will run approximately
27 instances of a plug-in on a single DSP chip (HD system at 44.1 kHz sample rate). This will
be greatly increased in the next release
Phoenix’s color is dependant on signal level, program material and sample rate. A higher
sample rate results in smother sounds
The Phoenix II plug-in provides a wide range of choices to make your digital world sound
warmer, fatter, and more analog. The plug-ins can be somewhat subtle, but the cumulative
affect when used on a number of tracks can bring back the warmth and richness which only
analog recording has been able to provide.
Phoenix II is multi-mono, and will work multi mono in stereo and 5.1.
As of July 2012 Phoenix II does not read Phoenix I settings, this is being working on, watch the
download site for updates

System Requirements
You must have the following to run Phoenix II:
Pro Tools version 10, Windows or MAC
It does not run on any other system.
It will run native on PT10 and it will also run on the HDX card
An ILok USB Smart Key and an Ilok.com account
If you do not currently own an iLok, you must purchase one in order to authorize and run Crane
Song plug-ins for both authorized and demonstration mode.
An iLok can be purchased from a variety of sources, including the online store operated by
Avid.
An iLok.com account. Creating an account is simple and free. Visit iLok.com for details. If you
do not have one, proceed to ilok.com and set up an account

Phoenix Plug-in Registration Form
and
Authorization Form
Product*
Company or Organization
Your name*
Title
Address 1*
City*
State*
Zip/postal code*
Country*
Email*
ilok user ID*
Type of Work Produced*

Music

Operating System*

Film Post
WINDOWS

TV Post

Radio

Other:

OSX

Dealer

E-mail us at plugins@cranesong.net for a 30 day demo, we will send you a redeem code
We are using Redeem License codes
Goto ilok.com, on the left hand side of the page there is an redeem license code button
click on it, a form should appear that you can cut and paste the license code into
ilok.com will then generate a license that you can download into your ilok
This is a new system and will save time in once every one get use to it

1. License.
YOU (either as an individual or an entity) MAY: (a) use this Software on a single computer; (b) physically transfer
the Software from one computer to another provided that the Software is used on only one computer at a time
and that you remove any copies of the Software from the computer from which the Software is being transferred;
YOU MAY NOT: (a) distribute copies of the Software or the Documentation to others; (b) modify or grant
sublicenses or other rights to the Software. The License is effective until terminated. You may terminate this
License at any time by destroying the Software together with any copies in any form. This Agreement, including
the license to use the Software, will terminate automatically if you fail to comply with any term of condition of this
Agreement.
2. Ownership.
This License is not a sale of the Software contained in the Product. Crane Song Ltd. retains all rights, interest, title
in and ownership of the Software, and Documentation, including all intellectual property rights. No title to the
intellectual property in the Software is transferred to you. You will not acquire rights to the Software and Firmware
except as expressly set forth above.
3. No Reverse Engineering and Other Restrictions.
You agree that you will not (and if you are a corporation, you will use your best efforts to prevent your employees
and contractors from attempting to) reverse engineer, disassemble, decompile, modify, translate, investigate or
otherwise study the Product in whole or in part.
4. Compliance with Laws and Indemnification.
You agree to use the Product in a manner that applies to all applicable laws in the jurisdiction in which you use the
Product, including all intellectual property laws. You may not use the Software in conjunction with any device or
service designed to circumvent technological measures employed to control access to, or the rights in, a content
file or other work protected by the copyright laws of any jurisdiction. You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold
harmless Crane Song Ltd from and against losses, damages, expenses, (including reasonable attorneys’ fees),
fines, or claims arising from or relating to any claim that the Product was used by you to violate, either directly or
indirectly, another party’s intellectual property rights.
5. Limited Warranty on Software.
Crane Song Ltd warrants that the media on which the Software is furnished will be free from defects in materials
and workmanship under normal use for a period of ninety (90) days from the date of purchase. If a defect
appears during the warranty period, return the compact disc to Crane Song Ltd., and you will receive a free
replacement, or at Crane Song’s option, a refund, so long as the Software, documentation, are returned with a
copy of your receipts. This Limited Warranty is void if failure of the Software has resulted from accident, abuse,
or misapplication. Any replacement Software will be warranted for the remainder of the original warranty period.
THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER
RIGHTS WHICH VARY BY JURISDICITON.

6. No Other Warranties.
Crane Song Ltd. AND ITS LICENSOR(s) (hereafter collectively “Crane Song Ltd”) DO NOT WARRANT
THAT THE SOFTWARE NOR ANY THIRD-PARTY SOFTWARE EMBEDDED ON THE DISK (collectively
“SOFTWARE”) ARE ERROR FREE. YOU EXPRESSLY ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THE SOFTWARE AND
DOCUMENTATION ARE PROVIDED “AS IS.” CRANE SONG LTD. DISCLAIMS ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS WITH RESPECT TO THE SOFTWARE, THE ACCOMPANYING DOCUMENTATION OR CD ROMS. SHOULD THE SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU
(AND NOT CRANE SONG LTD OR AN AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE) ASSUME THE ENTIRE
COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
7. No Liability for Consequential Damages. IN NO EVENT SHALL CRANE SONG LTD BE LIABLE TO
YOU FOR ANY CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR INDIRECT DAMAGES OF ANY
KIND ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THE PRODUCT, OR INABILITY TO USE THE PRODUCT,
EVEN IF Crane Song Ltd. HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. CRANE
SONG’S LIABILITY FOR ANY CLAIM, LOSSES, DAMAGES OR INJURY, WHETHER CAUSED BY
BREACH OF CONTRACT, TORT OR ANY OTHER THEORY OF LIABILITY, SHALL NOT EXCEED
THE FEE PAID BY YOU. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THE ABOVE LIMITATION
OR EXCLUSIONS MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.
8. Export. You acknowledge that the laws and regulations of the United States restrict the export and re-export of
the Software and Documentation. You agree the Software will not be exported or re-exported without the
appropriate U.S. or foreign government licenses. You also agree not to export the Software (including over the
Internet) into any country subject to U.S. embargo.
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